COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS are meant to inspire courageous dialogue on issues of equity and direct action, in a healing space made for community to express love and provide help against hate.

UNDOCUMENTED AND UNAFRAID: LOCAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE IMMIGRANTS RIGHTS MOVEMENT

ROOM CHANGE
WEDS. OCT. 11, 12-1PM
1390 MARKET ST., SUITE 900

ANGELA CHAN
Policy Director and Senior Staff Attorney, Criminal Justice Reform Program, Asian Americans Advancing Justice - Asian Law Caucus

PRISHNI MURILLO
Senior Program Specialist, Department of Children, Youth and Their Families

CLEMENTINE NTSHAYKOLO
Co-Director/DOJ Accredited Representative, African Advocacy Network

LETICIA SILVA
Counselor, Latino Services Network; Co-Founder, Voice of Immigrants Demonstrating Achievement (VIDA), City College of San Francisco

For more information on the HRC’s Community Conversations Calendar, contact the HRC at 25 Van Ness Ave., Room 800, San Francisco, CA 94607 • (415) 252-2500 • sf-hrc.org • hrc.info@sfgov.org